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inventor 2011 also provides many productivity enhancements that help you get more done more quickly. for example, you can work with the new command set, which allows you to create documents and manage objects within a model with a comprehensive set of commands. you can also quickly annotate a part or make global changes to the
model. inventor is also a big improvement over the previous release in terms of how its user interface works. inventor 2011 is much easier to learn than inventor 2010, and that should be a big concern for anyone entering the software for the first time. the new version has a much cleaner, modern look, with large colorful icons replacing the
traditional inventor 2008 style interface. i came away from this review feeling very enthusiastic about autodesk inventor 2011. while there are some functional changes, there are also many small improvements that should make it easier to get things done. with inventor 2011, autodesk has set a new standard for comprehensive tools at an

attractive price point in the extremely competitive mcad market. the inventor brand is still a very strong one and, for many users, inventor will always represent a comfortable and familiar environment for them to work in. and for these users, inventor 2011 represents a major step forward for the software. another concern i had was the long wait for
this software. the previous version came out at the end of 2009, and since then, there have been many features in the “waiting room”, but no new release. there is a good reason for this, however. inventor 2011 is significantly different from the previous version, and would require a major redesign if it is to be called inventor 2010.
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